Ready for launching!
“Canoe building with students” a
program run by Brian Jones at
Tuncurry TAFE.
Photograph by Rob Hardy
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Scuttlebutt

President’s Report
Ross McLean
At our last meeting, those that had not headed south to
Hobart, 30 or so members, were treated to a lively talk by Rob MacQueen
on the restoration of his Stealth, a 1950’s vintage putt-putt. Rob had put a
lot of work into the restoration and it showed in the many images he
brought along for us to enjoy. Well done Rob. After the weekend’s lovely
rain while we attended the Bantry Bay raft up, Rob texted me saying “he
would now have to make an awning for Stealth or we would have drowned
with all that rain!”
Chris Goddard spoke of the fierce weather while trying to reach Hobart. 40
knots of wind, huge seas, which conspired to drive them ever further away
from their goal. They couldn’t even get more than 20 miles in to Bass Strait
let alone reach Hobart. After returning to Eden, Chris said, many more
boats arrived on an almost hourly basis, thwarted by the same conditions.
There was even talk of staging an Eden Wooden Boat Festival!
Our raffle prize was a lovely calendar produced by the WBA members in
Queensland, and was won by Peter Mathews, with the 2nd prize being won
by Kit Edwards
At the meeting, Rob had offered Sally, Colman Chan and myself a ride to
Bantry Bay for the raft up on Stealth, however, on receiving his TAFE schedule later in the week, he discovered he had lost all his Saturdays for the
next 3 months or so, and was not able to attend at all.
Fortunately, Chris
Goddard came to
the rescue, and
we accompanied
him to the event.
We departed the
Birkenhead area
on Chris’ boat
late on Friday,
but missed the
last bridge opening at The Spit,
so spent a night
on a mooring.
Next morning we
proceeded
through with the
0830 traffic, and arrived at Bantry Bay around 0930. Already, there were 3
boats there, so we rafted up with Count Gino’s boat Monti Christo.
As the day progressed, more vessels arrived who were fellow members, to
6 all told, enabling us to have a lively gathering for lunch, around 1230 and
later at 1800 hours for an evening meal at the upper picnic area, complete
with a resident possum.

Our return trip on
Sunday was less wet,
and we did not miss
the bridge this time.
So far as Sporties
memberships
are
concerned, I have
received from about
40 members, their
Sporties membership
numbers, so keep
those numbers coming, and if you are
not yet a member of
Sporties, and attend
our meetings regularly, I encourage you
to join, as Sporties
members enjoy discounts at the bar and
bistro. Buy 3 drinks
as a member, and
you
have
saved
enough for a 4th.
For those of you who
have not yet replied
to my request from
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It was good to see so many Ladies in attendance, which helped to keep us
lads in line, especially as I had brought along some Caribbean Rum, and
Chris some good Scotch. Thankyou Ladies, for your presence and your
charm.
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last month, please do so as soon as can be.
Our next major water activity is at Toronto, for the Lake Macquarie Classic
Boatfest, on the 3rd, 4th, & 5th of April, (Easter Weekend).
The Festival Dock Master phoned me over the weekend and asked if there
were any members of the WBA who could lend a hand with positioning
boats on the Friday, and other tasks, and for those still intending to go,
please send in your applications as soon as possible to help them out with
logistics.
I look forward to seeing you there,
Fair weather and smooth sailing.
Rossco

The construction phase will include the participation of local shipbuilding apprentices and provide facilities for visual inspection by school and tourist
groups as the hull takes shape at Boydtown.
Fundraising for the replica project began late in 2013 with the “Purchase a
Plank” program offering interested supporters a specified plank of the replica
for $50 each. The Wanderer group will now look to initiate the larger fundraising program needed to fund the start-up of the construction site at Boydtown.
Apart from Morrie Lynch as President, the newly elected Executive Committee
for the Wanderer Replica Project includes: Vice-President, Allan Drummond
(Wallagoot); Treasurer, Jim Morris (Kiah); Secretary Clare Whiter (Eden) and
Committee Members: Jon Gaul (Tura); John Seckhold (Tathra); Ian Whiter (Eden)
and Dave Brown (Merimbula).
Anyone interested in becoming involved with the Wanderer Replica Project is
welcome aboard. Please contact Clare Whiter at the Eden Community Access
Centre on 6496 3970 or at accesscentre@eden.nsw..au

Phone - (m) 0425 330 560
Email - coastwise_nav@yahoo.com

Next Meeting Tuesday March 10th

A welcome to new member Paul Dixon of Penshurst who has a 60 foot
ferry named Wendy B moored in Woolaware Bay.

2015 USHERS IN A NEW PHASE FOR
THE WANDERER REPLICA PROJECT IN EDEN, NSW
In the August edition last year, we included an article on the Wanderer Replica
Project. This has now entered a new phase with official approval of its registration by the NSW Department of Fair Trading as a non-profit incorporated association, and the election of a new Executive Committee.
For a start, the replica project was under the umbrella of a community support
organization, to get the project established Now, in 2015 with the official approval of the new legal entity – Wanderer Replica Project – Eden, Inc. – the long
-held dream of building a full scale replica of Ben Boyd’s luxury topsail schooner in Twofold Bay, Eden moves a step closer to reality.
Built at Cowes, England in 1837, Ben Boyd’s original Wanderer was a 140-tonne
topsail schooner, approximately 90 feet overall, 14ft draft, flush decks, 13 guns,
with a luxury fitout and known as a very fast sailer.
The President of the newly incorporated Wanderer Project committee is Morrie
Lynch, the well-known Eden shipwright. Morrie will also take charge of the
construction phase of the Wanderer replica on a special site at Ben Boyd’s
Boydtown, Twofold Bay.
During its first year or more of meetings and volunteer activity so far, the Wanderer replica project group has already achieved a great deal. The proprietor
of Boydtown, Mr Bruce Lyon, has provided excellent support in the form of a
construction site lease on land near the Princes Highway entrance to Boydtown.
Bega Valley Shire has also approved a development application with plans for
the Boydtown construction site. The lease and the DA are being amended to
reflect the new incorporated status of the project group.
As well, the project group commissioned a naval architect in England, David
Marsh, to visit Ben Boyd’s descendant, Lord Boyd, at Ince Castle in Cornwall
early in 2014 to take professional measurements from the original shipwright’s
model of the Wanderer.
These are now being
worked on in Sydney by
Peter Lowe Design Pty.
Ltd, naval architects who
worked with the legendary America’s Cup designer, the late Ben Lexcen.
In co-operation
with Morrie Lynch, this
process will produce
concept plans for the
Wanderer replica, followed by detailed drawings for submission to
the maritime regulator.

BACKGROUND ON BEN BOYD
IN AUSTRALIA
The Scottish entrepreneur,
Benjamin Boyd, arrived in
Sydney harbour from England
in his luxury topsail schooner,
Wanderer, in 1843. Crowds
lined the Sydney foreshore to
applaud his arrival.
Boyd
soon proposed to base his
Steamship Company at Twofold Bay, Eden.
As well as extensive holdings
in the Government town of
Eden, Boyd purchased a large
section of land in the southern
part of Twofold Bay where he
began to build Boydtown and
East Boyd in 1843, commencing with the “Seahorse Inn”,
now restored as a boutique
hotel, and later that year the
area’s first Post Office. Boyd
also commissioned the building of Boyd’s Tower from Pyrmont sandstone blocks shipped from Sydney as
an unofficial lighthouse and whale spotting structure on the south headland of
Twofold Bay.

From Nick Lawther
Screw heads

This may or may not be of use. I
was doing a job the other day
and had the ‘dreaded screw head
with a million coats of paint’
problem. After attacking with the
usual array of screwdrivers and
knives I realised the Dremel with
a small rotary file was the go.
Quick, easy and much less risk of
damage. And makes getting
those old screws out a doddle.
I can’t imagine someone hasn’t
thought of this before, maybe I
am the slow learner.

Mr Lynch emphasised
that the Wanderer Replica
Project aims to provide
employment, education/training and tourism opportunities throughout the
build process as well as when she is a sailing concern,

Lord Simon Boyd and his PA, with the original
shipwright’s model of Wanderer
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from Brian Hunter

THE PITTWATER REPORT
This month the land yacht has taken me across inland NSW thru Cobar
and Broken Hill, where the temperature reached 40°C (I must be crazy).
The highlight of that part of the trip was Silverton, just west of Broken Hill,
where the Mad Max movie was filmed. The original sets and vehicles are
on display and except for the unbearable heat it was a great experience,
especially the Silverton pub. The destination for the trip was the Goolwa
Wooden Boat Festival and except for the continuing heatwave it was
great. Different in that the highlights are the paddle steamers the OSCAR
W and the MARION, which I am sure many have heard of. Goolwa village
is a picturesque restoration of beautiful old buildings and has welcoming
locals and a great atmosphere. I'll let the pictures tell the rest of the
story.....

A couple of nice power boats

A couple of sail boats, the lovely double ender KARINA all the way from
Fremantle (by trailer)

The original Ford Interceptor from MAD MAX

This lovely little launch only made it as far as the coffee shop

"Love child" of the Interceptor making out with my Land Yacht outside the
Silverton Hotel
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OSCAR W leaves the wharf on one of the many cruises she did
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BUILDING WOODEN CANOES AS AN INSPIRATIONAL PROJECT FOR YOUTH
from Rob Hardy
Marine Services. The canoes are either 12’ or 14’ long and are
built from 2 sheets of 4mm hardwood construction ply. Each
student is given 3 templates to trace before cutting the ply.
Each canoe is built from 10 panels, joined amidships with ply
butt blocks. There is one centre frame and two spacers in the
construction, pine gunwales, and two triangular blocks in the
bow and stern. Apart from a cordless drill, no power tools are
used at all in the construction. The ply is cut by the students
with a handsaw. Simple.
The cut out ply is assembled and the students drill holes for the
cable ties which hold the shape together before an epoxy glue/
filler mix is spread along the joints. The outside of the joins are
sealed with masking tape until the filler on the inside sets.
When dry, the tape is removed and the outside is planed
smooth before having the epoxy mix spread along the joints.
All sanding is done by hand. The all up cost per canoe is about
$140.00 for materials.
On the day of inspection and launching, there was constant
activity with all 12 canoes being undercoated before morning
tea. Each student was allocated four spray cans of paint for the
top coat. Luckily it was a warm day and the undercoat had just
tacked off in time for the spray jobs. Two girls in the class
elected to paint their canoes with a natural finish. Launch time
was set for 1230. The last of the painting was finished at 1200
in time for the final fitting out and loading on to trailers.
Buoyancy- a 20 litre drum- was installed, along with a plastic
seat and the final trimming of the paddles.
We all arrived at the waterside park at Forster Keys. It was a
marvellous atmosphere, full of excitement. The teachers
explained that they were delighted to see the students taking
ownership of their projects and what a terrific project for the
kids it had been. After the obligatory warnings and safety
briefings, the team of very excited boat builders, wearing
lifejackets, launched their canoes and headed off to the other
side of the lake. A
safety boat was on
hand.
Apart
from
one
deliberate
sinking,
there
were
no
problems and we were
all amazed at how well
the students and the
canoes performed.
Annually, the Wooden Boat Association of NSW invites nominations to be
considered for the Hal Harpur Award. Hal Harpur was one of the founding
members of the WBA. The award covers areas such as wooden boat
building, the restoration of wooden boats and artefacts, and maintaining
the skills of wooden boatbuilding. The project needs to have been
completed in the past year.
One of the more unusual nominations for the annual Hal Harpur Award
was received
in 2014. The
project was
described as
“ C a n o e
building with
students”.
The
person
b e i n g
nominated
was
Brian
Jones.

With all safely back on
shore, everyone tucked into a
bbq lunch prepared by the staff.
At the end of the project, each
student gets to keep their canoe.
They were a great bunch of 16yr
old kids.
It was a day of great inspiration.
An excellent project run by a

Brian is a part
-time teacher
at
Tuncurry
TAFE, and has
been running
a one day a
week course for students in Year 10 conducted over a one term period.
Tuncurry TAFE, with its’ excellent carpentry facilities, is one of the few
TAFE’s to share a campus with a High School, in this case Tuncurry High,
part of Great Lakes College. The canoe course was designed to assist
students who prefer to work with their hands.
Initial enquiries revealed that there were 12 canoes to inspect. When
completed, these brought Brian’s total canoe build for 2014 to 34. Brian
designed the canoe, named the” Bellinger”, as an easy to make simple
canoe. Construction is stitch and glue using Bote Cote epoxy from Drive
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very
skilled
and
passionate teacher.
Twelve canoes were
built by kids who had
had no prior experience
on a one day per week
basis over a nine week
term. It was mentioned
to us that some of these
kids had issues and
some had a poor school
attendance
record.
Apparently, a couple of
kids only went to school
on a Thursday when the
boat building was on. At
the start of term, some
kids were planning to
leave school at the end
of the year. As a result
of their success with the
canoe project, a number
Continued on page 8
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THE CAIRNS REPORT
from Chris & Gilli Dicker

Thursday Island to Darwin.

Seeing the Carpentaria light
ship on the cover of last
month's edition takes me back
to 1978 when I was crewing on
a beautiful double ender from

was seen leaving in the gloaming with the poor captain lashed to the
mast, his teeth cruelly used as a main halyard jam cleat. Actually it's the
best I have seen him for a long time.
Lesson learnt; Join the French Foreign Legion.
Lorita Maria was to leave Wednesday morning early, we did leave on
Wednesday, that's all I can say except that I am not even sure it really was
Wednesday. What difference does it make if you are beating into a
headwind that wants to drive you back from whence you came because it
thinks you are a gentleman, but deep down it knows you are not. The
crew was fantastic, windward stuff, but after 20 hours of bashing and
making good only 25 miles in 100 miles sailed and more of it forecast...
this was 30 to 35 knots....Just after dawn we tacked back toward the west
and realised our hard work was in vain. We had a vote and our editor was
the only one who voted that we continue forward. Sorry Chris. We did go
forwards in the end; you can't go backwards, at least not too far....because
there is nothing there. We went forward to Eden then all the way to
Sydney. We did our 600 miles and all forwards. On the same day Greg
and I caught separate planes and flew down to Hobart. The festival and

The owner not only wanted to check his navigation but also wanted to see
a lightship in
action. This one
marked
the
Merkara shoals
in the Gulf of
Carpentaria.
Now the editor
and I have not
had a chance to
corroborate our
Bass Strait story
but here is an
outline of my
experience and
what I learnt
from it.
Firstly I must
take some blame
Lorita Maria on anchor in Two Fold Bay, Eden
for Lorita Maria
not making it to the festival. It was I that insisted that we have an
automatic tiller pilot for the trip and to Greg, the owner’s credit he did a
first class job of fitting one. It is a long way to steer especially night and
day and on a boat that needed constant attention. As it turned out we did
steer the three hundred miles from our turning point back to Sydney.
We had a fast trip to Eden in a brisk north easter; but about 30 miles short
of Eden, the brand new tiller pilot (which was still to be christened), failed
in a big way. No doubt the helm was a real handful and we did expect a
lot out of the wee, unnamed robotic device. On Westwind we treat our
‘Raymond’ with a deal of reverence, even setting a place at the table for
him! Meantime, Greg had ordered another robot from Sydney. This was
on the Friday but due to the long weekend we were not able to take
delivery until late on Tuesday. We never used 'it', 'it' stayed in the box; our
trust in robots was shattered. So was poor Greg's bank account.

the weather were superb. Ross Barnett has once again done a marvellous
job of placing the boats where they should be but this is definitely the last
year he is going to fill the dock masters shoes so we should get at least
one more festival out of him.
There were many things I missed at the festival; I would have liked to have
spent more time in the music tent and at some of the talks but a
handsome boat being rowed past by a handy girl with another lass in the
stern plying a full size piano said it all for me. I was also very lucky to be
invited onto the Muirs boat Travassa for the sail past. The Muirs are
sailors.
Anyone thinking of sailing to Tasmania, it will be one of the best things
you have ever done. Having your own boat down there opens up a world.
Give yourself plenty of time and if a weather window presents itself grab it
with both hands, it could be a long time before the next one.

The lessons I learnt or relearnt; the more gadgets you have on your boat
the less chance you have of going sailing. We could have continued on
without the auto pilot. Guilty your honour, I have been found unworthy
by a robot.
Meantime Mike Warner on Lahara had left Eden on the Monday
afternoon. I am almost sure it was not his choice. He had a very tough
and (as usual) motley crew who had been promised the delights of Hobart
and any question of not proceeding would have been laughed at. Lahara

I'd rather look back at my life and say "I
can't believe I did that" instead of being
there saying "I wish I'd done that

Based on a series of highly popular articles written for
Classic Boat Magazine, this witty collection recalls some of
the incidents the author has survived in over half a century
of messing about in boats.
Most sailors will find something to relate to in these
escapades from around the world and they will bring a wry
smile to any boaters lips. The author’s
wonderfully witty cartoons help bring
these anecdotes to life.
All these
stories are true so WBA member Alan
Williams writes under a pen name so that
his architectural clients do not think
they are entrusting their work to a
seagoing Mr Bean. Copies are available
from Boat Books in Crows Nest at $24.95 or less on Amazon. WBA
members can get copies from Alan at meetings for $ 20.
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BUY SWAP and SELL

WBA members may place a non-commercial ad free of
charge if the member’s name and phone no. appear.
Non-members are charged $20 for a text ad (maximum
25 words). $30 with a picture. Ads will run for two
issues, member’s ads longer if you ask for an extension.
Submissions close on the 21st of each month.
NOTE: Items for free, No Charge. Contact the Editor,
see page 2 for details.

FOR SALE

Chesapeake Light Craft Pocketship "Sandpiper".

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

Jabsco Model 51200-2003 Clutched
sale. Complete with 32mm (1/1/4”)
outlet fittings. In good condition &
you to pull off the front cover.
recommend a new impellor as it
collecting dust for ages.
$100.00 ONO. Dave Giddings
Ph. 0412 366 998 or 9533 5470.

1950 Arthur Digby 21ft yacht. Hull and deck
renovated 2011 by Ian Smith. New main, 3 jibs
and rigging 2011. Drofin 12 hp diesel. Antifouled
Dec 2014. Fore and aft mooring available Tarban
Creek.
Give away $6000 ono. Tom Fawcett
0419 128 641

Shoal-draft inshore cruising sailboat (40cm draft
with CB up), gaff-rigged main, roller-furling jib,
daysail for four or overnight for two in spacious
cabin. 4.6m LOA (+ 1m bowsprit), 1.92m beam.
Only 500kg ready to sail, 30% ballast ratio (in keel
and in bilge), easy to rig, easy to launch and trail
with 4-cyl vehicle. All halyards and sheets lead to
cockpit. Owner-built to CLC plans (1000 hrs) using
Bruynzeel Sapelle marine ply, NZ clear Oregon,
Boatcoat epoxy, International Paints. Insurance
Survey Report (for Club Marine) when completed
Nov 2012 available on request, as well as
construction photos. First Pocketship completed in
Australia, first on offer. Fun boat to sail, gaff rig
keeps centre of effort low, first reef at 15kts, points
well, skiff-like hull form. Boom gallows supports
mast and boom/gaff when trailing, protects crew
when motoring. With custom marine alloy folding
tabernacle and removable boom gallows, derigged
boat can be stored in garage/car port with 2.0m
overhead clearance. Equipment list: Boeing 2012
heavy-duty trailer with keel box, rocker boards,
and override brakes. Vortex 2.5HP 2012 2-stroke
outboard (and more equipment than can be
listed).
Perfect for a young couple or father and kids.
$17,500 ono. Contact Bob Fuller, Sydney,
0412 232110.

Pump for
inlet and
happy for
I would
has been

FOR SALE

Sailing dory LOA 5.8m, beam1.82m, draft 25cm
(19’6” x 6’ x 10”), flat bottomed with timber
swinging centreboard. Sturdy Yanmar 8hp
1GM10 engine.
Sails well in any water from shallow creeks to
inshore ocean, beachable and easy on & off the
trailer. Full cockpit awning plus short mast for
motoring purposes.
A real head turner, fit-out Aust Cedar, Kauri Sitka
Spruce & Jarrah, lovely timber tones from light
honey through to reddish browns.
Well built 30yrs ago under shipwright
supervision, epoxy coated Qld Maple marine ply
over clear Oregon stringers & Jarrah frames.
Sturdy construction, trailered all around
Australia except SA, easily towed by Corolla
1600 to Tasmania & back.

FOR SALE

Reluctantly decided to sell my 27’ Tumlaren
“Svalan”, as I have my eye on a smaller timber
boat. Designer: Knud Reimers (Sweden), built
1949 Tuncurry NSW by Alf Jahnsson, brown
beech timbers; white beech coach house;
spotted gum decks; Oregon spars
Mast stepped and coated with Coelan 5yrs ago,
still looks new, hull recently stripped and
painted, newly antifouled, new toerails, new
deck paint, new dynel on coach house roof and
after deck, pintels refurbished, new genoa,
fairly new main. Jib, storm jib and spinnaker
available.
 8hp outboard available separately
 full history available
Asking $10,000. Jim Rist 0417 268 952
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recognition in the form of the award.

Continued from page 4

Editor’s Note: The Committee of the WBA decided to provide a donation to
Brian Jones to assist with a similar project for 2015.

have now indicated that they would be back for year 11.
As a result of this course, how many of those kids will, one day, decide to
build a wooden boat?
I wonder.
The plan for next year is to again have a class building canoes. That is,
subject to finances available due to Government cut backs in TAFE.
An excellent project. A dedicated teacher, with great assistants and a

bunch of very happy kids who had achieved something worthwhile.
As mentioned before, an unusual nomination for the Hal Harpur Award.
A special Wooden Boat Association award was created for this project by
the judges, and has been presented to Brian Jones on behalf of his team.
One of the canoes, built by Emily, was nominated as being the best canoe
and a Hal Harpur Award nomination plate has been presented to Emily.
Brian was delighted at our attendance and for receiving some outside

— — ON THE HORIZON — —
THIS YEAR 2015

March 7th and 8th
March 10th
March 16th
March 11th, 12th & 13th
April 3rd, 4th & 5th
April 14th
April 20th
May 12th
June 9th
July 14th
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Classic Yacht Regatta 2015 - Royal Motor Yacht Club, Broken Bay - online entry
WBA meeting
Committee Meeting
Repton Run, (dates chosen are mid-week as tides are not favorable for weekends around this time)
Classic Boat Fest on the foreshore of Lake Macquarie at Toronto
WBA monthly meeting
Committee Meeting
WBA monthly meeting
WBA monthly meeting
WBA monthly meeting
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